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ABSTRACT: Electrocardiogram (ECG) has given crucial data concerning various heart attack criterion of the human 
heart this examination can be the key goal of the research for the detection and prevention of cardiac circumstances 
frighten. The proposed method using machine learning techniques for classifying and analyzing ECG signal processing 
and this research mainly developed for early discovery of heart diseases and also the prediction of stages level. The 
dataset was utilized as a person ECG signal of Heart Database which was taken from the UCI repository of Machine 
learning dataset vault. In this paper, a simple algorithm is presented for to discover R-peaks automatically from a single 
lead digital ECG data. The proposed method detecting the time interval of the ECG signal from the R-peaks level next 
level with the double squared difference signal is used to localize the region of QRS which is the time interval between 
the binary data. this method consists of different stages of sorting from the raw data for reducing nosier signal, 
threshold a difference signal of ECG by analyzing the time interval of QRS, and finally a comparison of relative 
magnitude to detect the region of interval processing to analyze accuracy result. The proposed research novel machine 
learning techniques of the multi-module neural network system (MMNNS) is used to analyze the imbalance problem 
form the ECG signal classification if the wave was abnormal then the user of dataset patients will be affected by heart 
diseases. Using the time interval varies from the range of QRS then it analyzes the abnormal of ECG by MMNNS 
algorithm to define the classification result and finally analyze the stages. If the patients were presented an abnormal 
ECG signal compared with a normal ECG signal wave graph then they were affected by heart diseases if whether they 
patients were affected then finally classify the stages of heart diseases whether they are predictable/unpredictable 
stages. The examination result is completed among two strategies on the better accuracy premise and effective training 
time of the process. 
 
KEYWORDS: Machine Learning, ECG Signal, MMNNS Algorithm, Interval Processing, Detecting QRS Region, 
Stages Classification, Heart Disease Prediction. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Heart diseases can also be known as cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) that mainly caused a high level of mortality rate. 
CVDs can rise with a blood deficiency at the coronary artery, in which blood is supplied all through the heart vice 
versa. Heart disease results produce irregular beats that are called arrhythmia and according to the crueltycondition of 
arrhythmia can occur sudden death. ECG illustrated a human heart’s electrical motion and morphologies of signal of 
ECG have given better information concerning numerous kinds of arrhythmia according to the various cardiac 
condition.By using the ECG wave graph, precise and quick heart attack recognition will save numerous lives and 
provisions of health care throughout the world. This can be optimally optimized to execute a complete evaluation of 
ECG examination and proposed in the appearance of stages-based classification model for the clarification of run of 
each stage of ECG signal examination. With the massive efficient heart, the signal of ECG analyzed and offered a 
public economy and a healthy way. 
         The pre-processing step is used to neglect noisy data and also reduce the size by removing unwanted data of the 
heart disease dataset. The time-frequency will define the range of time interval between each peak up and down of the 
signal. The proposed model enormously described the traditional time/frequency-domain of ECG signal with the 
advanced machine learning method used to detect heart diseases and also the stages by classifying real-time dataset of 
person ECG. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
Heart attack can kill a person in 3 attempts but this literature survey demonstrated the dangers of the first attempt of a 
heart attack and this can be since of their age, a reduced amount of physical activity, diet, and various other factors. The 
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proposed survey [1] has demonstrated to interface a microcontroller sensor and permitted for checking heart rate 
readings and that will be transmitted over the Internet. This system using two circuits: the first one could be the circuit 
broadcasting for the patient and the second circuit has been utilized as receiver circuit which was controlled with the 
help of doctors or nurses. The limit was set by the sensor users from high-level as well as low-level of heartbeat then 
the system has began observing and signals for lesser heartbeats. To discover the current heartbeat level system makes 
consumption of a heartbeat sensor and displays the results on an LCD screen. The heart disease through ECC 
classification technique by Machine Learning (ML) depending on the numerous features of ECG was investigated in 
[2]. The technique has been executed by means of ML-libs and Apache Spark has been utilized throughout the ML 
library. The important challenges in ECG categorization were for the abnormalities discovery in the ECG signals which 
might be very significant to distinguish the position of a patient. The literature results show that the approach reached a 
random forest 97.98% using binary classification and the overall accuracy of the GDB Tree algorithm gives 96.75% 
accuracy.Random Forest has taken 98.03% accurateness with multi-class classification.Heart disease is necessary to 
have a better framework that can effectively recognize the frequency of heart disease in a huge amount of random set 
data instantly. The probable of nine classification procedures were estimated in [3] for predicting heart disease such as 
neural network (NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), naive Bayesian (NB), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), 
decision tree (DT), and KNN (K-Nearest Neighbour). Consequently, an algorithm of SVM and the A priori algorithm 
have been presented for predicting heart disease. By employing the medical profiles such as, sex, age, blood pressure, 
fasting blood sugar, and chest pain type according to this, type a medical society has taken a part concern in perceiving 
and avoiding heart problems. A framework was proposed in [4], in which the pre-processing dataset, the gap Vague set, 
Fuzzy involvement, and rule mining Fuzzy Correlation were combined for the better decision construction process. 
Along with the doctors, the decision-making problem is solved by using an Interval vague set regarding heart issues 
amongst the patient who can be in a state of uncertain. Based on the selected criteria using these mining of rule process, 
the generated rules were applied to evaluate heart diseases. Since the heart diseases affecting a foremost difficulty and 
they became the major caused worldwide of death as of these diseases hard for discovering according to the symptoms 
for disease diagnosis. By exploiting various data mining methods [5] by evidently achieved an analysis of medicine. 
This process is achieved by detecting the health condition of the heart by formulating questions that are given related to 
heart diseases. Gathering evidence regarding and heart diseases by utilizing machine techniques for identifying diseases 
and analyzing proper medicines. By evidently if the disease is not cured by medicine analysis then the user should 
analyze the best drugs for advising each patient. 
 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 
A) ECG Data Source 
 
The dataset of person heart ECG was predicting a heart disease which was taken from the repository of UCI of ML. 
UCI database collections are used to implement advanced machine learning algorithms. A real-time dataset of ECG 
Signals was taken by the parameter of binary values. Binary data of 0 and 1were presented in the programming 
language where ECG was presented by the interval of time. In the examination, classification system has contributed 
high efficiency and achieves high percentage of accurateness than normal ECG methods. Four models are used to 
design in the research: acquisition of data, data preprocessing, feature extraction, and stages categorization002E. 
 
B)  Acquisition of Data & Transformation 
The ECG Signal dataset analysis for classification and feature extraction according to the various cardiac conditions, 
the dataset must be original raw data that motivates the heart disease prediction. The attribute of binary data is recorded 
from the ECG signal that helps to decide a feature extraction to explore a process. This phase covers various sources of 
ECG acquisition as an input to the heart disease prediction and stages classification with a unique prominence on the 
source of data. The dataset will be raw data that acquisition and transformation and processing a supported high- level 
programming language for changing a high level should follow the below factors. The ECG could be recorded as an 
electrical motion which was taking place from the cycle of cardiac in the heart part. It will be confined on a wave graph 
illustrated in figure 1 (2 signal cycles of ECG were displayed in this figure 1). The ECG signal’s electrical motion can 
be in the form of little probable made through tissues of heart that are picked up throughout the of the ECG’s 
electrodes. 
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Table 1. Overview of heart illness factors 
 

                                       
 
 
i) Data Preprocessing 
 
Signal of ECG recording can be contaminated frequently through various kinds of artifacts and noises that will affect 
experiment of subsequent and classification of final results. It is significant to the implementation of a reasonable 
process to pre-processing the original raw data ECG signal without losing any useful information. Even though the 
ECG signals were obtained from a public dataset that does not contain as much noise directly from the patients, only 
there are some noises where presented from the spectrum of signal overlapped with useful information. The user should 
utilize a practical method to preprocessing the original ECG signal without losing beneficial information from the 
dataset. 
 
ii) Denoising ECG Signal 
 
ECG signal analyzing and classification required real-time or prerecorded signals of ECG since main input data. ECG 
signal data acquisition in both cases has been accomplished with the help of sensors that lead to the individual human. 
The noise could also been captured along with the inventive signal in the process ECG signal acquisition since the 
noise can affect the signal value and ECG Signal categorization. 
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Figure 1. ECG Signal Processing 
 
 Removal of noise from the ECG signal is called denoising; accurately identifying different anomalies it has been a 
topmost concern of researchers to remove noise data from the ECG signal. Neural network methods denoise the ECG 
signals that include applying a band-pass filter (0.05-45Hz) with sample entropy to verify the data quality. Noise can 
sometimes cause false alarms that are critical to measuring health status. In ECG analysis, noise is usually removed 
after acquiring data from data sources. 
 
C) Interval Processing of QRS Region 
 
The various ECG signal waves have been termed in alphabetic order is known as P, QRS, and T-U waves. Amplitude, 
shape, and period can provide significant data concerning wellbeing and the status of heart problems. The wave of P 
represented that reproduces of atrial depolarization. Then reflects of ventricular depolarization is defined as QRS 
complex. By employing the T-U wave, depolarization of ventricles will be reflected. For anECG lead, the 
electrocardiograph can observe a positive wave while a current of depolarization extends toward the relevant lead’s 
positive pole. On the other hand, a negative wave is appeared in the case while the current transmits away from the pole 
 

                                            
                                                                      

Figure 2. QRS time interval classifying ECG Curve 
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A) MMNNS Machine Learning Algorithm 

                                

                                                     
                                                                     

Figure 3. Overall Proposed System 
 
The research analyzes a heart disease through the ECG signal of a person the dataset should be in the binary form of 0 
and 1 of programming range value. And the dataset will be acquisition and transformation from ECG, data 
preprocessing, and features are classified throughout the signal by its range. The advanced machine learning techniques 
used to analyze by the comparison of the wave graph of ECG that will vary by its smoothening and level of
 normal heartbeat range will vary throughout the signal process. The binary dataset will vary 
by the time interval between the P to T and the peaks of time  interval QRS of the imbalanced signal will classify by 
using the MMNNS algorithm of machine learning techniques. And finally, the stages also classified into two 
categories: Predictable and unpredictable stages are analyzed. Using the comparison of the ECG dataset of a binary 
data signal with the proper range of ECG signal suppose if the range varies in the ECG wavelet then they are affected 
by Heart diseases otherwise they are unaffected by these diseases. The research contributes to better achievement of 
high accuracy, effective classification results, and taken to analyze possible minimum time  
 
Comparative Analysis 
 
The presented method is estimated that has been improved with the classification of the ML algorithm which was 
compared with proposed QRS and MMNNS techniques with the existing method. The presented heart disease detection 
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method was compared with the existing techniques in the term of Specificity, Sensitivity, Accuracy, classification 
accuracy, and time complexities 
The performance of the presented improved ML technique MMNNS classifier is compared with existing Principal 
component analysis (PCA) and Gradient Boosting & AdaBoost classifier in terms of specificity, sensitivity, and 
accuracy of the heart disease prediction and they have been considered by the following equations (2-4). 

                                                 Accuracy = 
𝑇𝑁+𝑇𝑃𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁                                                     (2) 

                                                   Sensitivity = 
𝑇𝑁𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃                                                             (3) 

                                                   Specificity = 
𝑇𝑃𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁                                                             (4)          

 
 
In the above equations (2-4), TP specifies the True Positive, FP represents the False Positive, TN can indicate the True 
Negative, and FN can be the False Negative.The proposed algorithm multi-module neural network system (MMNNS) 
algorithm of machine learning where compared with the PCA and Gradient Boosting & AdaBoost for given parameters 
of these three sectors. 
 
                          Table 2.  Performance analysis of proposed and existing ML methods 

                            
  
The performance comparison has been demonstrated in Table 2. From the above table 2, the MMNNS has provided 
91% in sensitivity, 89% in specificity and 98.2% in the accuracy compared to existing techniques RNN and ANN 
classifier. 
 

 
Figure 4. Classification of Heart Disease 

 
  The above chart demonstrated the color classification techniques the proposed method Hist multi-module neural 
network system (MMNNS) isused. By the above comparison, the show the accuracy classification rate compared with 
existing techniques. 
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                                                            Figure 5. Normal ECG signal 
 
The above signals of ECG can be normal heart rate of wave graph which was taken by the range value.This normal 
signal of ECG was contrasted with the known input signal of ECG. 

 
Figure 6. Abnormal ECG Signal 

 
Figure 7. Comparison of Normal Vs Abnormal ECG signal 
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A normal dataset of heart disease compared with a given dataset illustrated in figure 7. By comparing these datasets can 
see the difference between the normal signal the present dataset shows the abnormal wave graph. Then the given 
dataset was affected by heart disease and finally can analyze the stages of heart diseases.A result was provided by the 
output system as a prediction when the person contains heart issues, in the terms of class label ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. In this 
system, an idea was provided about the heart condition directing heart attack before. When the person disease stage to 
contain heart problems after that the consequences were attained could be criterion of ‘Yes’ and vice versa. 
 

Table 3. Calculations of a classification report 
 

 
 

 
Figure 8. Graphical Representation of the results 

 
The Time Complexity for Heart Disease Detection .The heart disease detection will be applied by applying the 
proposed method of a time interval and MMNNS algorithms this has been implementedwith the time by execution 
milliseconds by comparing with the existing classification this is established under the comparison results in figure 9. 
 

 
Figure 9. Comparison of Time complexity 

 
The above comparison graph shows the proposed method of the QRS and MMNNS algorithm has taken minimum time 
for analyzing heart diseases. The existing method of Linear Regression (LR) and Dimensionality Reduction Algorithms 
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(DRA) was compared with the proposed system. The experiment results established an efficient accurate result and 
minimum time taken for efficient heart disease prediction. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 
ECG Signal is a significant tool and was employed to recognize difficulities of the heart function. Thus, an early 
detection of heart issues could give better person lives with a difficult task, other than with ML methods, automated 
analysis of heart diseases has been attained with ECG Signal examination and categorization. In this paper, MMNNS is 
presented in each stage of ECG signal examination, expressly for the ECG categorization process. For the ECG signal 
detection, QRS complexes of time intervals were discovered in this research. Investigated a stages-based heart disease 
approach for ECG signal examination in this paper wherever the mass of several ECG Signal of individual persons was 
categorized into stages of the prediction model. The MMNNS algorithm is used to detect an abnormal ECG signal by 
comparing it with normal ECG signals. The experiment results demonstrated an efficient and accurate result by 
computing sensitivity and Specificity. 
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